Theory is developed to assess the consequences of assortative mating immediately following truncation selection.
INTRODUCTION
RESPONSE to artificial selection is a function of selection intensity, heritability and additive genotypic variance. Fisher (1918) showed that positive assortative mating, mating like with like, would lead to an increase in addi. tive genotypic variance. rn the absence of selection, we could use the more recent theory of Crow and Felsenstein (1968) to predict the increase in the additive genotypic variance as a consequence of any number of generations of assortative mating. Breese (1956) measured the increase in genotypic variance after one generation of assortative mating in JVIcotiana rustica. He suggested that assortative mating might profitably be used by plant and animal breeders as a means of enhancing genotypic variance and subsequent response to selection. Indeed, McBride and Robertson (1963) found that response to selection in Drosophila melanogaster was increased by mating selected parents assortatively rather than at random. The present paper comprises a theoretical consideration of the effect of assortative mating among selected parents.
THE THEORY OF ASSORTATIVE MATING
Following the method of Crow and Felstenstein (1968) (see also Crow and Kimura, 1971) , we consider a population of individuals in which the trait of interest is determined by genes at n loci in linkage equilibrium. Let the frequency of the allele G, with effect a, be p for all loci. Then, allele g1, with effect 0, occurs with frequency (1 -p) at all loci. Crow and Felsenstein (1968) have shown that the genotypic variance in such a population at any generation is given by 
The definition of k is the correlation in value of non-homologous genes in the same gamete and can be calculated from the following 
The correlation between non-homologous genes in different gametes, t, can be calculated in a manner similar to the calculation of k. With equal gene effects and equal gene frequencies, t will equal k and both will be equal tof.
The effect of positive assortative mating is to increase the degree of homozygosis at individual loci (as measured byf), and to increase the degree of association between loci (as measured by k and t). Increases in these correlations as a consequence of assortative mating can be predicted from the following equations of Crow and Felsenstein (1968) .
where r is the additive genotype correlation between mates, and c is the average recombination fraction between pairs of loci (c = O•5 for independent assortment). The correlation r measures the degree of assortative mating and is sometimes called the marital correlation.
For given values off, k and t, one can predictf, k' and t' for any given degree of assortative mating. Then, use of equation (1) will allow one to compare the genotypic variance after assortative mating, VI,with that before assortative mating, V.
The purpose of this paper is to investigate the effect of selection prior to assortative mating on the correlationsf, k and t, and on the marital correla-ASSORTATIVE MATING AND SELECTION 233 tion r. Then we will be able to decide whether or not assortative mating will be of value in a breeding programme.
THE EFFECT OF SELECTION ON CORRELATIONS BETWEEN AND WiTHIN LOCI
In this section, we consider the effect of truncation selection on the frequencies of the 10 genotypes at any two of n independent loci. After selection, we calculate the correlation between homologous genes in different gametes (f) and, by starting with the gene frequencies at all loci and equal gene effects, can assume that t = k = f in each case. Furthermore, thef we calculate for two particular loci will be the value off expected for any pair of the n loci. To describe the method, we will consider selection of the best 20 per cent.
of the population for the specific case of 10 loci each with genes of equal effect a = 1'O and equal frequency p = 0'20 and where the heritability is O'20. Table 1 gives a list of the 10 genotypes, their initial frequencies and their genotypic values. With 10 genes of equal effect, the total genotypic variance is 2np(1 -p)a2 = 3'2 in this example. The total phenotypic variance is 2np(1 -p)a2/h2 = 3'2J02 = 16'O. The population mean can be set at the mean for these two loci or 4pa = 0'8. To select the best 20 per cent. of the population, the properties of the normal curve indicate that we should select all those individuals whose phenotype exceed the mean by 0.84 standard deviations (0.0 standard deviations for 50 per cent, selection; 1'28 for 10 per cent.; and 232 for 1 per cent.). In this example we would select all those that exceed 08+(0.84x40) 4.16. Now consider that portion of the population in which all individuals have the genotype GG1/GG1 as far as the two loci we are considering are concerned. This subpopulation, which constitutes p4 = O'0016 of the total population, has phenotypic values which are assumed to be normally distributed about the mean of 4.0 with a variance equal to the total genotypic variance at the other n 2 loci plus the environmental variance of Values off have been calculated for various combinations of heritability, selection intensity, initial gene frequency and number of loci, and are presented in table 2. The important point arising from these calculations is that selection is expected to generate negative correlations within and between loci. A negative f value indicates that there are more heterozygotes than would occur at equilibrium. Negative k and I indicate an excess of dispersion gametes (i.e. Gg5 and gG,).
The data of table 2 indicate that the magnitude of the negative correlations increase with heritability and selection intensity. That is, the correlations are more negative with more response to selection. It is also evident that the correlations are more negative with lower gene frequency or fewer genes. Fisher (1918) and Crow and Felsenstein (1968) indicated that the marital correlation, or additive genotypic correlation between mates, is equal to the product of the phenotypic correlation between mates and heritability. This equality is easily derived by the method of path coefficients. Let h be the correlation between genotype and phenotype in the female parent, r the correlation between phenotype of the female parent and phenotype of the male parent, and h the correlation between the phenotype and genotype of the male parent. Then, the correlation between genotype of the female parent and genotype of the male parent is r = h x x h = rh2, where h2 is the square of the correlation between genotype and phenotype, i.e. the heritability.
THE EFFECT OF 5ELECTION ON THE MARITAL CORRELATION
With positive assortative mating based on phenotypic resemblance, the phenotypic correlation is less than unity and the marital correlation can therefore not exceed the heritability. Cochran (1951) has shown that h, the square of the correlation between genotype and phenotype in the selected population, can be related to h2, the heritability in the unselected population, by the equation = wherea = fractionof population selected, t = point of truncation in standard units from the mean, and z = ordinate of the standard normal curve at the point of truncation t.
Use of this formula allows us to estimate h2 for various intensities of value that the marital correlation may take under those conditions. The maximum marital correlation are presented in table 3 where it is quite clear that very intense selection and/or low heritability will result in such a low correlation between genotype and phenotype in the selected population that assortative mating will be nearly ineffective.
THE EFFECTIVENE55 OF A55ORTATIVE MATING AFTER SELECTION
In section 3, we showed how selection generates negative correlations between and within loci. In section 4, we showed how selection reduces the maximum marital correlation that can be achieved by phenotypic assortative mating of selected individuals. Both of these phenomena will tend to reduce the effectiveness of assortative mating in increasing additive genotypic variance and subsequent response to selection.
To get a total evaluation of the consequences of assortative mating after selection, we have used the maximum marital correlations of table 3 and the correlations of table 2 in equations (2). This gives correlationsf', k' and t' after selection and assortative mating. These can be used in equation (I) to estimate the additive genotypic variance available for the next cycle of selection. By setting the marital correlation to zero in equations (2), we can estimate the variance that would result from random mating of the selected individuals.
Consider again the example of 10 loci at initial gene frequency p = 02 and heritability 0'2. We found that, for 20 per cent, selection, the correlations between and within loci are expected to be -0'00924 and the maximum marital correlation is expected to be 005. Using equations (2) Substituting these values into equation (I), we find that the additive genotypic variance after selection and assortative mating is expected to The ratio of genotypic variance after assortative mating to that after random mating would be 2.9998/2.9339 = I023. Values of this ratio for various gene frequencies, intensities of selection, heritability and number of loci are presented in table 4.
The increase in additive genotypic variance as a consequence of assortative mating rather than random mating of selected individuals ranges from l'3 per cent. for low heritability and high selection intensity to 23'2 per cent. for high heritability and low selection intensity. In no case does assortative mating result in a decrease in additive genotypic variance. There is a tendency for assortative mating to be more effective at higher gene frequencies; this tendency being more predominant with fewer loci.
In this study, we have considered only cases of genes of equal additive effect and equal initial frequencies. The method could also be applied to genes of unequal effects and frequencies. However, in these cases, the calculation of changes in gene frequency in response to selection would have to be carried out for all pairs of loci. Similarly, the correlations f, k and t would not necessarily be equal and would have to be estimated for all pairs of loci. The more general formulae of Crow and Felsenstein (1968) would have to be used instead of equations (I) and (2). Nevertheless, study of genes of equal effect and equal frequency demonstrate that (i) truncation selection generates negative correlations between genes within loci and at different loci, (ii) truncation selection reduces the maximum marital correlation that can be realised by phenotypic assortative mating in a selected population and (iii) both of these phenomena tend to reduce the effectiveness of assortative mating.
programmes, heritability is often higher than O6 but the selection differential is often of the order of 1 or 2 per cent and again we would not expect assortative mating to result in more than a 4 or 5 per cent advantage. From the point of view of a plant or animal breeder, it would appear that assortative mating of selected individuals is justified only if assortative mating requires essentially nothing in the way of additional effort, facilities or time. Indeed, under these circumstances assortativ mating is to be recommended.
